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Once you get someone on the phone that you can pitch - do it and do 
it fast. They have under 3 minutes to devote to you - and they either 
love it or don’t - no time for chitter chatter. 
- this script booked me 22 times
- the topic/angle/pitch I would change ONLY when necessary - for 

example if you have done this at a studio - that’s it - you need a 
new topic/angle/etc. to pitch them before you even leave

- I pitched this to EVERY station though 

Hi is (NAME - if you have it on your list ) there?
or
Is a producer or someone who books segments and guests available?
 (they will often say you can tell me, or get you someone)
 
Hey (NAME)
My name is Tracy Repchuk -
I’m a bestselling author, Internet and Social Media expert and I’ve got 
a timely segment called
“Social Media Safety for Kids”
“Is Social Media Putting Your Child At Risk this ___connect to holiday/
event/occasion” (ie. this summer, this school season, weekend) 

There are over 1 billion users on Facebook, and 43% of teens have
reported an incident of cyberbullying and cyberstalking, and with over 
1 million kids affected last year alone, and only 7% of parents are 
aware or concerned, it is putting our children at risk, so I created the 
SAFE formula to help parents know the Social Media pitfalls to avoid.
 
Secure Your Date
Ask Important Questions
Fans aren’t always friends
Educate them on the issues 
 
Is this something your audience could benefit from knowing. 
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Results:  
Usually they say yes - email it to me. Then immediately email it to 
them, and if they call you within hours you’ve done it. 

If they say no - thank them for their time and go to the next one.
- not every station can use your content or story or has a place for 
your topic 

However, if you get 5 people that say no - your segment isn’t powerful
enough - something is wrong. Go back and rewrite it, or the headline -
change something or come up with a whole new angle. Not every idea 
has to be the perfect one. 

Every person I got on the phone, booked me - which will help you 
gauge the effectiveness of your pitch. 
 
———- 

Once they say yes or send me the information - then you send an 
email very specifically formatted to include a 1 page PDF they can 
immediately read in the body 
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